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1. Introduction 
1. 1. 'fue general frarrework 
'Ihis contributioo is to l::e seen in the context of a larger regional 
labor market stlrly of Austria. In order to understand sare of the pecu-
liarities of the analysis, it may l::e useful to ootline the structure 
of the carplete m:xlel briefly. 
'fue approach to regicnal labor market m::x:lelling ITUSt l::e sensitive 
to the major problerrs perceived in the present arrl for the near future, 
so a fe.1 typical regional labor narket problems in Austria co.lld l::e a 
cp:xl starting point. 
A stlrly of unenployrrent rates oo the county ("Bezirke") basis 
sha.led a fairly wide variation over the wh:>lc cross-section as well as 
over tine. It seems that the emnani.c develqxrent of the cities, a:::m-
pared to sore rural areas, sh~ a rruch rrore favorable tendency (at 
least over the last decade). 'fuis fact is also reflected in the con-
siderable incare disparities (in terns of regional average ino:::ire) that 
could l::e observed during this period. 
'fue focus of the labor market project is hence the problem of 
regiooal disequilibria and disparities (see .Ebthschild 1977, pp. 54). 
Another interesting aspect is the apparent presence of a market segnen-
taticn by educational achieverrent. 'fuis is particularly relevant for 
the planning of capacity changes in the educational infrastructure. 
'fue 1971 census data, e.g., show that the increase of the skilled labor 
force, d~ to better schooling facilities in sare rural areas, has led 
to higher unenployrrent within that qualification segnent arrl/or the 
selective outmigration from these areas as there was no demand for 
highly trained labor in these regions. ,lA.aier 1979). 
Spatial rrobility of f€0ple (segroc>nted by qualification as just 
mentioned) and capital is another inµ>rtant factor to l::e ronsidered 
explicitly in a labor market stlrly, especially in a CX)Ul1try like Austria, 
where population dynamics over space depend increasingly on migration 
rather than on de.m::x;rai;hic develoµrent. 
(For further details see Geldner 1970; Buchegger 1972; Butsmek 
1974, 1975 und 1979; Jeglit.sch 1978; Biffl 1978 ur.d 1979; Xcil und 
SChneide-Nind 1979; Graf 1979; Clerrent, Aharmer, Kaluza, 1980; Beirat 
flir Wirtschaft.s-und Sozialfragen 1980.l 
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Let us next look at the structure of the labor rrarket rrcdel to p..1t 
the present paper into this cent.ext. 
'Ihe rrcdel distinguishes between 4 ~s of regions, i.e. urban 
oores, urban rings, rural areas and peripheral areas, a classificatioo 
whidl is also a::nm:nly used in the framework of regional policy in 
Austria (the 97 l\ustrian cmmties were classified using various 
tedlniques). For eadl ~ of region a m:rlel is constructed, the 
structure of which is basically always the sarre over all types of 
regioos - the difference lies in the paraxreters. 'lhere is a labor 
supply eer.p:inent, o::nsisting of several sub-rrodels ("education", 
"labor force" and "supply"), as well as a dem:md cx:np:,nent (sub-m:dels 
("investrrent" and "hiring & firing"). 'lhese a::nip:,nents are linked by 
various feed-backs, the ITOSt praninent of whidl are the wages paid 
in the regiooal labor rrarkets. 
'Ihe regions are linked by "interactions" in the form of flews of 
prcrluctioo factors (capital & labor) as well as gco:is and services 
(sub--nodels ''migraticn'', "a::mm.rting'' and ''investrrent''). 
'lhe m:x:l.el does oot explicitly contain a rronetary and financial 
sector, which is assured to function perfectly over space. 'lhe foller 
wing grapi (figure 1. 1) illustrates the structure of the m:del. 
let us next look at a very brief overview of the rrost essential 
relations of this rrcdel (see also Sd1ubert 1979). 
1. 1. 1. Labor 5tWly 
We distinguish 4 muket segmants, anong whidl there are relatively closed 
barriers. 'lhese strata are distinguished by educational achievarent 
("University graduates", "high school-graduates", "skilled labor", 
"unskilled labor"). t-tllility between these segrrents is only possible 
by re-entering the educational system. 
'lhe actual laoor supply of qualification k in type of region i 
at tin-e t (kSt 1) is a prq::ortion k pi ("later force participation 
rate") of the p:>tential labor force (~1 t) at location i, to which 
we have to adl ne t camuting 1Y tl. we assure, of oourse, that the 
participatioo rate of a:mruters is equal to 1. 
Figure 1.1 
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It is the variable k Pit which is the focus of this paper, particu-
larly the fact.ors behind its changes over t:.iITe and space. Net o:mruting 
is detennined in the above rrentiooed sub--m:del. 
'lhe p:rt:ential laoor supply lc,,si t is a stock variable. 'Ihe positive 
~nts of its change in each tine period are the graduates of the 
appropriate type of school (k~t) and the inmigrants (kn? t), the 
leakages are the emigrants ( c.~ t{ fran the region, the deaths 
('1Ji t) and the laoorers retiring (Y t). 
EM& IM are interactioo. variables between the regions (sub no3el 
("ngration"); D and Rare exogen::ius. G, the n1..11Trer of graduates is 
endogenous, its level is detennined within the sub--m:Jdel "Education" 
(for details, see Stoffl & Schubert 1977). 
1.1.2. Labor demand 
'lbe starting p::,int of the regional labor demand function is a 
productioo f1.n1ction, the argurrents of which are the 4 tyr:es of labor 
(by qualification) and investrrent derived simultaneously in the 
"Labor denand" sub-m:xl.els. Intra regional and interregional invest-
~t is distinguished (Schubert 1979). 
2. Labor force participation in Austria. 
2.1. Basic problem;; and definitions 
As ootlincd in the introduction, p, the laoor force participation 
rate is a variable indicating the percentage of the residential, active 
p:ipulatioo (15-65) ready to supply its services in the laoor market. 
Contained in the labor supply statistics are hence all persons actually 
errployed plllS the ~loyed actively looking for a job (the "errployed" 
in the Austrian statistics also include the nunber of people active 
-s-
in the military service). 
'lhe definitions of the participaticn rates vary OJ11Siderably in the 
literature, often this rate is calculated as the ratio of errployed 
and unerrployed to the total residential pcpulation. We cho!Je the above 
l!Enti<ned definition as it is the cbvious one for the type of rroclel 
we are ~rking with, being based on the active population and its manges 
via derrographic as well as educational factors. Needless to say that 
there can be ccrisidcrable differenres in the tendencies of these two 
alternative indicators (e.g. when considering the~ pcpulation 
cnly there are often only =11 differences bebveen participation in 
urban cores, often characterized by a top heavy age pyramid, and urban 
rings, with m:my childeren - there are often big differences when par-
ticipatim rates are based en the total residential pcpulaticn). 
2.2. Can participatim rates be considered constant? 
I.et us first lode at a plot of total labor force participation 
rates (as defined above) over the 97 Austrian counties in 1971 (census 
data). (See figure 2.1). 
we cbserve that the vall.J:!s vary be~ 58 and 74 percent, which 
in our cpinicn warrants an approach which considers these participation 
rates to be variables, rather than oonstants. 
2.3 Labor force participation and rrarket segrrentation by qualification 
and type of region. 
I.et us now consider the justification for •,.orking with aggregated par-
ticipatioo rates, an, approach often enoountered in quantitative analysis. 
'Ihe last r= of the next table (2. 1) shows the average participation 
rates disa9:1regated into 4 segrrcnts, classified by the highest educa-
tional level attained. '!here is a oonsiderable difference to be cl:r-
servo::1 between these classes. 'Ihis evidence suggested to use ·1 Vilriables 
instead of ooe. 
'Ihe sane data rraterial also reveals variat1ons ·.1n ~tlle-.regtoaal 
distribution of r,art:icipation rates. 'l'he regional differences within 
a qualification group are admittedly snaller, but these differences 
nay still be systamtic. Qie of the nost interesting questions we 
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Figure 2. 1 
Average participation r a t es for all 97 /1.ustrian counties 
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asked ourselves in this study was, to what extent different behavioral 
and structural patterns in these types of regions acrount for the cb-
served variations in the participation rates. 
Table 2. 1 
"Vf:JU\\or. l'ARTlClrhTTCl'.'I RNT'[S I"I 1'\l'$TR?.\ 1,:71 
(D:JYlat.h::n· fnn tbtJQ\.01 A.V\'l'..Y)ft ty ""()laul Cl&H( .. ) 
!NIVl:RSl'TYC1V\['(.N1;S fllal-SOD!L G~'ll,_ml S,UILI])= =rum~ = TO}",;t. 
OCff:>.!VS 90. 95 (98.(1 15.71 (9).21 78.5' 19$,01 5].9] (9).01 6(.90 
tro/111 om:;s 90. 67 (98. 1J 71.l;l (101.21 82.'1 (99.61 Sl.21 (100.(1 66.91 
== 9].04 (lCXl.61 71.Sl (101.9) IJ.2S (100.6) 58.91 (1C0 .2) 66.58 
l'E!Ul'H'.c1W, 
,i.n (101.() 71. 7l (101.1) ~-74 1102.,, 59 .08 (101 . 9) 65. 76 1-'Il:;lOIS 
NISTRIA ,2 . .fi.C (1CXl.OJ '10.50 (1CXl .OI 82.72 1100.01 57.98 (1CXl . O) 66.10 
1lf.AL 
Source: 1971 census, own calculations. 
2.4. The influence of the age structure and sexual status 
Many stoo.ies argue, that participaticn rates are age specific. 
The follcwing table (2.2) presents an overview of age specific parti-
cipation 
(Butschek 
i;:.:1tes in lJ.JStria by sex and their variations over 60 years. 
1979). With the exception of the war tine years, a remarkable 
metlc 
stability in the age specific rates can be observed. Another recent 
study oo the situation in Austria (Clenent, Ahamrer, Kaluza 1980) 
stresses this point. Tuo graphs in this study make this point quite 
clear (Clerrent, et alii, op.cit., pp. 47 & 48) (Figures 2.2. & 2.3) 
(98.21 
(101.21 
(100.7) 
·-
(99.5) 
(100 .0) 
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Figure 2. 2. Figure 2;3". 
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Both graixis denonstrate clearly, that besides age, sex plays a cx:n-
siderable role. It seems that average participation rates depend very 
rruch on the decisions of waren concerning their suwly of services 
in the labor 11Brket. 'Ibis is also deronstrated on an intematiaial 
scale (lbthschild 1980) - sho,,.ring considerable changes in female as 
CCIT\)o-red to the rmle participation rates. (See table 2.3, lbthschild, 
cy. cit.). 
2.5. The task of an analytical study of labor force participaticn 
against the background of the enpirical evidence. 
A few other enpirical fiienarcna oould still be qu::,ted, such as 
slightly higher average participation rates in the western part of 
Austria than the East, etc. (Buchegger 1972). The conclusion to be 
drawn fran all this evidence seem:; to be that the assurrption of 
constant participation rates over ti1re and space seems hardly to hold, 
so that an analysis of the factors detennining their levels is warranted. 
agegzc 
in Yeax-3 
14-'13 
18 - )'.) 
30 - 50 
50 - 60 
60 - 65 
14 - 18 
18 - 30 
30 - 50 
50 - 60 
60 - 65 
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Table 2.2 
Age specific participation rates x 
1910 1934 
rrale female total male female total 
79,3 93,9 88,5 
98,9 84 ,5 91,11 
96.5 ISO.S 73,!I 91,3 35,1 61,3 
· 91.8 !i0.3 70.3 so.a 28 .. 61.8 
68,1 
1961 1971 
nale female total male female total 
66,4 59,7 113,1 66,o••· 50.t ••· 6J,t ••· 
91.3 70.8 81,2 89,2 64,5 77.0 
97,4 63,6 73,1 97,5 62,2 74.0 
90,15 43.S 64.8 87.S 41,11 151,0 
66.0 4-4.9 
Source: Austrian Central Statistical Office - censuses. 
11 labor force in % of {X)PUlation 
** labor force without fanrers'wives 
*** 15 - 18 years. 
(Taken fran Butschek 1979) 
Table 2.3 
1951 
nale female 
72.8 60,4 * 
94,1 65,4 
97,1 45,4 
89,4 39.8 
69.9 
Changes in Female P>rticipatiou Rate,• 1965-1975 Ch:ir.gcs in male Participation Ro.,a• 1965-1975 
1965 1975 1965 1975 
Austria 50.-1• 48.0 88 .6 84.l+ 
l!dgium 38.0 44.0 
Dcnrrutrk 49.3 63.5 
F'1nland 63.1 65.6 
total 
68,7lf,t 
78,9 
68,11 
82,0 
France 46.1• 50.3 
Germany 49.0 48.5 • To1:tl fem:ile labour force as percentage of fc=le 
Iceland 38.9 
Ireland 35.24 
Italy 31.1 
Norway 36.9 
Portug:,l 26.6 
Spain 28.9• 
Sweden 54.I 
United Kingdom 48.8 
U.S.A. 44.3 
C..nnd:i 36.0 
46. 1• 
33.5 
29.9 
52.8 
32.6 
32.5 
67.6 
55.3 
53.1 
47.1 
population agc-d 15 to 64 years. 
• 1968. • 1971. • 1966. • 1970. 
Source : OECD, Labour Fum Statu:lits 1964-1975 (Paris 
1977). 
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Such a stu-:ly, besides being rather interesting in its a,,n right, could 
p:)tentially be useful for labor market projectioo.s in which the assunpticn 
of cx:t1Stant participation rates could proouce larger deficits of jcbs 
in the forecasts. Needless to say that industrial, econanic, sccial, 
etc. policy rrakers oould find sore useful pieces of infonraticn in the 
results of such a stu-:ly ('Ihe present paper represents a first attenpt 
of the authors in this directi<n). 
Before we can proceed to fomulate an analytical rrodel which can 
be tested enpirically, let us first review briefly the a:mtributions 
eo::ncmic theory has to make pertaining to the question of factors de-
tennining the supply of labor. 
3. Factors determining the supply of labor - a brief theoretical over-
view. 
nie traditional neo-classical view of the individual's labor l'(lrl.rket 
behnvior.-postulates a sirrple rrodel of utility maximization which in-
volves a tradf:-off between market goods (or, alternatively paid work-
incx:ire) and leisure foregone (if the individual participates in the 
labor rrarket) . Hence, the point of departure for the basic neo-classical 
theory of labor supply is, that the indivual' s supply is a function of 
the real wage rate obtainable in the market. If wages are taken as 
rewards per unit of effort, regardless of wether or not paid labor is 
involved, then an increase in the wate rate =uld have an incure effect 
and a substitution effect on labor si.wlied. For sareone already wor-
king the inmre effect will be negative, since the =st of leisure 
will have increased by the rise in the real wage rate. But since the 
higher wage will also have rreant that the returns to adli tional v.ork 
effort will have been increased, the negative incare effect will be 
offset in all or part by a EXJSitive substitutioo effect. A priori there-
fore, the net effect of a change in the wage rate will be aITDiguous. 
On the other hand, for an individual oot participating in the labor 
market a rise in the wage rate can ooly have a positive effect m the 
probability of participation, since the inmre effect is irrelevant. 
What limits the individual's supply of labor in traditional theory 
then, are the nonrronetary oosts of t.iJTe and effort involved in v.orking. 
'Ihus, if effort can be translated into tirre equivalents, the rrarginal cost 
• 
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to the individual of supplying labor is rreasured by the value to him 
of the alternative uses of tirne foregone. '!his foregone tirne has been 
OJflSidered "leisure", a desirable enployrrent of tirne, while ....ork -
the ccst of labor supply - is CCT1Sidered the leisure tirne sacrificed 
in order to earn a wage ina::rre. Wet.her an increase in the wage rate 
will lead to an increase or decrease in the individual worker's Sui::PlY 
of work tirre (or alternatively, ~ther the labor-sui::PlY schedule is 
forward or backward sloping) has loog been reoogruzed as uncertain. 
'lhe underlying basis fo r this uncertainty is usually explained with 
reference to the ~11 koclwn indifference curves, substitution and incare 
effects, and all t."ie familiar tenns of rro::lem value theory. 
Nevertheless the standard version of labor SU??lY theory carbines 
the oonclusicns of lctlbins and ~shall, with supply increasing and t.'1en 
decreasing with rising wages with the turning p:::,int dependent on the 
level of eo::nanic develoµrent and on the range of tests and ao:ruaintance 
with 11\:lrk.et goods, being at a higher wage the m:,re a:ivanced the ea::ncmy 
(see for exarrple Friedman 1962, p . 204, Vetter 1961, i:p. 580 and Finegan 
1962, p. 230). 
Within this theoretical frarre...ork the usual ina:rre-leisure analysis 
overs:l.rrplifies the relatioosh~p between individual labor Sui::PlY and 
the wage rate. 'Ihe primary shortcaning of -the analysis lies in the 
strictly dichotarous relationship between the tirre spent in gainful 
E'I!llloymmt and leisure or alternatively, the :l.rrplication that all tine 
not spent .for the"pleasurable leisure" represents tirre spent in gainful 
enplcyirent. F\lrthernore, all time spent on the jdJ represents leisure 
foregcne. 'Ihe failure to rea:ignize that there exists a range of activi-
ties ronstituting neither gainful errplcyirent nor pleasurable leisure 
leads to an overstaterrent of the p:::,ssibility of a negatively sloped 
labor-supply curve. 'lhe just ITEntiooed second category of tirre, nanely 
nonplcusurable leisure tirne, or, alternatively nonmarket working-tirre 
includes camuting- , constrll)tion - and waiting tirre. In fact, ·...ork 
tirne might be rrore unpleasantly spent than l'lOITMikct work tirre, but crie 
can think of activi.ties that are even rore dissatisfying than labor t.irre. 
In this fraJre',,,Ork ;.urk is assurrcd to be onerous and is undertaken 
solely because · it provides a source of incare re:JU:ired to sustain the 
~dlases of go:xis and services. Enpirically this effect is hard to 
assess as data on this variable are difficult to care by. 
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3. 1. Neoclassical m:idel - sane rrodificatic:ns 
'll1e standard neoclassical fornulation of the individual's labor 
supply function (see e.g. Hendersoo and Quandt 1973) is derived as rren-
tialed before frcm a sinple rrodel of choice between incane (or real coo-
surrption) and leisure, where a utility function of these variables is 
maximized subject to linear budget and tilre constraints. Such rrodels 
can be characterized as certainty ITTXlels, because (i) there are no stoch-
astic ~ts in their fornulation and (ii) they rely heavily on the 
cxxrpetitive 1".".rket nssum:Jtion, whereby wages are perfectly flexible and 
adjust to clear any excess supply in the labor market. 
In this view unenploynent is assured to be eliminated by a tatonne-
rrent prcx)ess a la Walras and all offers to =rk at the prevailing wage 
rate, w, are realized in actual errployrrent. Thus, an individual's wage 
incnre, wiNi, is imrediately calculable (in his budget constraint) once 
his labor offer, N. (in hours), is determina:i. Clearly, once the can-
1. 
petitive assurrption is~, and U11e1Tployrrent is a p'.)Ssible indivi-
dual status in labor market, the individual must reckon with the possibility 
that his wage incane may be zero irrespective of his a-in labor offer. 
Sumarizing, it is therefore warranted to prop:,se a rrodel of the indi-
vidual's labor supply decision which also treats une::?rtainity as due to 
the existence of unerrploynent. It is our claim that the unerrployrrent 
rate is a legitimate explanatory variable in the structural labor supply 
function. It is hypothesized here, (Malinvaud 1978, Gleave & Pa.lner 1979, 
Caravani & et al. 1980) that decisions concerning participation in the 
labor rrarket depend not only en price (wage) infouratioo, but also on 
expected future labor market tensions. 
In this o:mtext it is necessary to rrention another basic weakness of the 
neoclassical view of labor supply a:mcerning the individual's supposedly 
freely fixable "=rking ti.rre", Ni , which in real labor markets can hardly 
be realized by the individual - but is rather institutionally set. 
As :bthschild (1980) clearly po:i.rl:S oot, the rrore"realistic assurrption 
(is) that one can only choose between a limited nurrber of institutionally 
determined =rking tirre ctrrangarents" (lbthschild 1900, ~- 248). His 
p:,sition in the theoretical analysis is an intenrediate one between o-:m-
plete flexibility in the choice of 'fA:)rking tilre - me stringent neoclassi-
cal basic assurption - and ¼".)rking tirre as a strictly given - yes-no-
decision. (Such as Hinrer' s (1962) study). 'This approoch reflects best 
the institutional situation in real rrerkets. As !bthschild distinguishes 
-
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two typical alternatives, narrely (i) "standard part-tine t..0rk" and {ii) 
•jobs with regular opfX)rtunities for flexible over-t.i.rre work" besides 
"standard tine jobs" (full tirre). '!his makes it possible to capture the 
Clll1Jlati ve effects of overt.irre-\o.ork and the behavior of the so called 
"secxndary labor force". Unfortunately there are rn regional data available 
for enpirically testing these hypotheses. 
/Is our goal is finally to perfonn statistical tests and the Austrian 
census data provide us ooly with the nu,i:;,er of people in the labor force, 
residential {XPUlation, etc., we have to base an errpirical analysis on 
the binary choice micro-awroach. In macro-terns then we are oounting 
the nurber of people having decided yes or no to arrive at the aggregate 
m.11tiers • 
3. 2 A stochastic forrrulaticn of labor supply 
As above rrentioned, perfectly flexible wages and t..0rking tine do not fully 
reflect real labor market situations. In reality unemployrrent, or, alter-
natively excess supply of labor is the general rule and wages, being set 
externally by oollective bargaining agreem:mts, do not fall in acoordance 
with market forces to eliminate the excess supply. Hence in situations of 
excess supply not all offers to work at the going wage rate will be 
realizro in actual employrrent. In particular, the above sketched standard 
neoclassical rrodel fails to capture the effect of an individual's being 
unenployro. '!his failure is due to the inplicit assl.llTption that an indi -
vidual 's of fer of labor services, Ni, determines his wage incare, w i Ni. 
It is also substantial evidence that labor force participation rates 
vary cyclically with the unerrplaynEnt rate {see e.g. Mincer 1966). 
'Ille J?Ur1X)Se in this section is there:ti::ne to introduce the before nen-
tioned rrr:xlificd neo-classical assllllpticn into the standard nodcl to accn-
rocdate these circurrstances (see Hartley and Revankar 1973). Consider no,., 
a representative individual i who is part of the labor foroe but uncertain 
about his enployrrent status in the forthO'..J!ling period. The errployrrent status 
is denoted by rreans of the~ randan variable si. 'Ihus irrlividual i 
is either 
or 
unerrployed: Si= 0. 
let further Uni, O"' Uni ~ 1 denote the probability that irrl.ividual i find 
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himself unenployed in the forthcx:ming planning period. Therefore the 
prooabillty of the individual's errployirent status, si, is given by 
Pr(si = 1) = (1 - Ur\l 
or 
Pr(si = 0) = Uni. 
Further we shall assure that an individual's ina:ire arises fran three 
sources: (i) wage ina:rre,wi Ni, (if si = 1), (ii) unerttJloyrrent carpensation, 
ui, (if si = 0) and (iii) ncrrwage incare Yi fran all other sources (irres-
pective of his errployrrent status). If by definition every individual in the 
labor foroe 1~illing to offer ;.ork, the anticipated total carpensation 
in labor market to individual i in the fortho:mi.ng planning period is given 
by 
c1 = (1 - si) ui + s 1wiNi. 
In the case of unertl)lO'jllEilt (si = O) carpensation, ci, is equal ui 
(unaiployrrent a::ttµm5ation) 
an:lin the case of errployrrent (si = 1) carpensaticn, ci, is given by 
Cindi vidual 's wage incare) 
Finally, we shall make the two custanary assurrptions: (i) the indi-
vidual's utiltiy, ui' is derived fran real o:msurptbn, ci, and leisure, Li, 
and (ii) the individual maximize his utility Ui with respect to his 
"decision variable" Ni. Thus determined the individual's optimal anount 
of labor services Ni to offer, the expected total carpensation is given by 
ci = E(ci !Ni) = Uli ui + (1 - lh\) wi Ni. 
'lhe budget CU1Straint is therefore given by 
P ci = ci + Yi 
= (1 - Si) ui + Si wi Ni +Yi. 
D:!pending on the errployrrent status si the individual rray face n.o different 
bu::lget a::ostraints. Either he is unaiployed, then 
(with Pr (si = 0) = lk\ ) , 
or, given offer to 'w'Ork, Ni, his budget constraint is 
Corresponding to the just IOC'l1tioned bu::lget =nstraints there are r. .... o cii ifere;, t 
tine C01Straints, narrely 
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or 
Li = T - Ni 
with: T available ti.ne (constant) leisure 
Note that both the blrlget and tiire constraints are stochastic in fonru-
lation so that Ci and Li are randan variables. Accordingly the individual's 
utility, ui, is also an randan variable. 
If ci = (Ci!Ni) and Li = E(LilNi) denote the crnditional 
expectationsof ci and Li for given Ni, it foll= that the optirral labor 
5tWly is determined as a solution to the problem: 
max! u1 (c1 , Li) 
s.t. the expected constraints 
c1 = 1/p {Uni ui +(1 - Uni) wi Ni+ Yi} 
L = T - (1 - Lb ) N i i i 
with: p prioo vector for market goods 
'lhe solution of the first-order oorxlitions of the Lagrange-function 
for Ni yields the individual's supply function 
Ni= Ni (wi/p, ui/p, Yi/p, Uni) 
\otlere Ni is harogenous of degree zero in p, wi, ui and Yi. 
'lherefore the labor supply denpends on real wages, real unenployrrent 
o::xipcnsation, real naIWage inmre and on the probability of being unenployed. 
If leisure is a "normal gcxxl" it may be shown that, incare effect being 
negative and small, the individual's labor supply varies directly with wages 
and the probability of llllerrploynent and inversely with real nonwage incare 
and real unenployrrent cx:ripmsaticn (for a detailed analysis of the partials 
see Hartley and Revankar 1973). 
Finally, in this context it should be irentioned that a particular in-
dividual's probability of being unerrployed will typically vary, depending, 
inter alia, on his age, sex, marital status, educaticn, etc. 
As noted earlier, the focus of our study is the labor force partici!=)<lting 
k i 
rate, p , particularly the factors behind its changes over tine and space. 
Applying the micro-approach of labor supply suggests a regional supply 
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k i function which relates p to the aggregated regional counterparts of the 
explanatory variables in the last written equaticn. Taking into aca:x.mt the 
available data for Austria and being in hanrony with microea:inanic foundation 
the participating rate in our regional m:xlel derarl s on the wage rate, the 
ncnwage rate, the total urcrrp.k:yrrent, the average age of potential laoor force, 
the potential female labor force, the nurrber of children and the capacity of 
(day)-nursery scoool and kindergarten. 
4. A rrodel of labor force participation. 
4.1. Variables and basic hypotheses. 
Theoretical ronsiderations suggest 3 groups of variables as potential 
determining factors of labor force participaticn rates, i.e. 
- eccn:mi.c variables (such as wage rates, nonwage rates and 
unenployrrent). 
- dem::,grai;iuc variables (such as the m.Jli:Jer of waren in the local 
potential labor force, the age structure of 
the male and female local potential labor 
force, the nurrber of children in the region). 
- infrastructure & instrurrents (such as the capacity of (day)-
nursery schools and kindergartens). 
'Ihere are, of course, other variables that rould {or should) be included 
cn theoretical grounds (e.g. the errployrrent vacancy rate, the average 
length of being unemployed, etc.). Partly, !u,,,ever, the empirical tests 
revealed insignificant influences of the se variables (e.g. the job vacancies) 
or, there was no inforrraticn available (e.g. for the average length of 
unemploynent) . 
In general then~ get the follo:-ring m:rlel of the determination 
of labor force participation rates: 
p = f (x1 '. ½, . . . . , x10) 
where: 
eca101lic-
x1 : wage rate 
½: oonwage rate 
X3: total unarployrrent 1971 
total uneirployrrent 1973 
total unemploynent 1975 
deToqraphic -
infrastructural- x8: factors 
~: 
average age of [X)tential labor force {male) 
average age of potential labor force (female) 
potential female labor force 
Xg: nurrber of children (age: )0 to 15) 
capacity of {day)-nursery scoool and kirrlergarten 
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What sensitivities to dlanges of these variables does theory make us 
expect? 
I.et us oonsider the erorx:rnic variables to start with. The neoclassical 
theory of labor supply suggests the possibility of a "backward ben:Ung" 
supply curve (see secticn 3). If we use the labor force participation 
rate instead of the labor supply, we obtain the follc:Ming gr~: 
(4.1). 
Figure 4.1. 
p 
wage rate 
'!his curve amtains sections with a JX)Sitive, zero and negative slope -
:~ could hence have any of these signs (in the erororetric speci-
ficltion we hence used a parabola to be able to capture this effect) . 
In general we. would expect a rise in non wage-incare cc ) to have 
a negative effect on the willingress to supply labor (i.e. 1; < 0). 
Reacticns to actual and anticipated l.ll1elfPloyrrent can be very different. 
'!he inherent "disoouraged-" and "added w:irker effects" oontradict each 
other, ITl:lk1ng any sequence of signs JX)ssible. 
Qie would expect, hc,,.,ever, that if an unfavorable employrrent situation 
is f ,2artd for a larger period of tirre, that the disoouragerrent effect 
3TJ 
should prevail (i.e. ~ < 0). 
As ootliood in 2 (see grain 2.2) participation rates of the rrale 
JX)PUlation seen to vary with age in a way resemblinc_, an 1.Dside down par-abola 
again. As vie use the average age in a region as an independent variable rather 
than \o.Orking with age specific participation rates, the signs of 
_a.£_ as well as ~ can dlange signs. 
a x6 a x7 
As fenale participation rates are in g~ral la.er than their male 
cnmterpart:s, we do expect _.a.£_ < o. 
"X3 
Cbe can generally argua that W01ETI of child bearing age (see graph 
2. 3) tend to stay =Y fran the labor rrarket as long as their children 
• -- :..--:--~y ·". :·• 
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are at least of pre-school age. In families with mmy children this 
effect c:Juld be reinforced - so we \-.Ould suspect regions with a large 
share of children to exhibit a l~r marginal prq:,ensity to supply 
(fcrMle) labor. There eould be an opposite effect, ho.vever, families with 
mmy children arc not seldan in need of extra ino:rre, so that if the 
father's incare is not high enough (or in a rracro sense: ino::mzs are 
lo.,x;r), rrother has to work, too. 
If there is sufficient capacity in (day)-nursery schools and kinder-. 
gartcns, one =1.d e~ct waren to have rrore opi;ortunity to participate 
in the labor nurket. (i.e. 2£_ > 0). '!his need oot be so, ha.€Ver. 
JX 
Especially in agricultural regions 1this rould lure ~ back to the cwn 
small fann, which often provides a subsidiary ina::ire in rural areas 
{these ~ v-.U.lld drop out of the labor market if they had held a job 
before). Another effect, rrore expected in the social strata with higher 
educatirn, rould either lead to rrore leisure for wetren, rraking them 
saretines devote their efforts towards social goals in their (usually 
small) a:mmmities, etc. 
4. 2 Ecxmaretric spxification of the rrodel 
In this section a few nurrber of facets of the theoretical structure of our 
m:xieling approach are explored. As we noted earlier Uni denotes the prcba-
bility that an individual i will find himself unenployed in the forth-
o:ming planning period. In this contert the employrrent status ist 
characterized by rreans of the binary randan variable si with the prcbability 
density function given by 
Pr(s1 = 0) = Uni 
wherein the prolxlbility Uni rrust ronform to the basic axian of prcbability 
given by 
for all i. 
'fuis restriction has to hold also in the case of the aggregated regional 
rounterpart, narrely the regional participation rate p. Each functional 
formulation whdl leaves oot the requirerrent of · o::nfirming the participating 
rate within the rrenticried unit interval ITUSt be in error since predicted 
vallX!s of the dependent variable rould fall outside of the unit interval, 
rraking it "awkward" to interpret predicted values as probability estirrates. 
To account for this problem, we use 'fueil's (1971) logit analysis -
I 
t 
l 
I 
I 
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a convenient estiJriatioo technique when the dataa::rre in the form of cross-
tabulaticns. In the follcwing brief overview of Theil 's logit analysis p de-
notes the participating in the labor force, given the values of 
the explanatory variables, denoted by the x vector. The vector of~ 
o:>efficients to be estimated is denoted as s. The logit L CM'eS is nane 
to the relatia1Ship with the logistic function which is sl.lfPJSed for the 
present to be linear . in the variables: 
p I 
L = ln(1_p) = X S 
In the logist function we may notice that p approaches 1 for large positive 
values of x' 8; p approaches O for large negative values of x' s. A further 
characteristic of the logistic functloo is the symretrical sm::JOthing of the 
curve. 
Thus p is related toxin a rx:n-linear fashion, ccnstrained to the 
unit interval, thereby facilitating interpretaticn of p as a probability 
estimate. A linear regression of the logit Lon x estimates the logit 
o:>ef fiecient e: 
aL = B 
ax 
Olanges in the prooability p will be a function of the probability 
itself since p is non-linearly related to the x's via the logistic function. 
Specifically 
~ = exp(L)/(1+ exp(L)} 2 
Since 
p = exp(L) /( 1 + exp(L)} 
then 
1-p = 1/{1 + exp(L)} and 
therefore 
~ = p(1 - p)S 
A sirrple extension of the last equation leads to the con<:e?t of elasticity-
<XJE>fficient, a very infonnative paraireter in labor r-olicy. 
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4. 3. Data and variables 
In this section we atterrpt to give a brief overview about the data 
set used in the errpirical analysis. 1here 4 basic data sources. Especially 
irrp:>rtant are the 1971 census data (" \blkszahlung 1971") which for the 
first tine in Austria pennitted the disaggregation of the labor force-
and relevant population data by highest educational level attained and 
by county (p, x6 , x7 , X8) • 
1he unerrployrrent figures (x3, x4 , x5 ) were ootaine:1 from the 
ministcy for social affairs. Unfortunately neither the disaggregation by 
"qualification" nor by "region" are directly cx:mpatible with the census. 
1here are 79 labor market districts in Austria as CJRX)Sed to 97 =mties 
(aggregating the 23 districts of Vienna into one region). Altha.Igh 
nost of these regional units coincide, it is the agglanerations, where 
often rnly one labor m:rrket office exists for core and ring together, 
that account for the reduced number. \ve atterrpted to "blo,,, up" these 
79 units to the original 97 by breaking up the unernployrrent (and vacany) 
figures, using the shares of the respective qualification in the re-
gional labor force. 
Another problem is to fbd the pro!JE!r figure within the qualification 
segrrents in the unenployrrent (& vacancy) statistics. 1he data are 
collected on the basis of professional groups - within ecx:nanic sectors. 
For nost professions a direct corresp::mdence to the education received 
could be found. It was, ~ver, ilrpossible to distinguish between 
high-school and university graduates, we hence had to use the sarre 
figures for l:.loth variables. Another notorious difficulty with official 
unerrployrrent figures, especial 1 y at the higher qualif icatioo levels , 
is, that they contain only the m.1tber of registered unaTployed. As is 
well kna.m, there is sare reluctance to register for ~loyirent benefits 
particularly on the side of the better educated. It seeim warrart.ec:, 
hence, to judge the quality of the statistical tests, especially with 
regard to these variables, with a good dosis of caution. 
~ proper variables to use according to theoretical ccnsideraticos, would 
be eXp?t:ted unerrployrrent rates. Due to the lack of mrpatible data for 
the clenaninator (i.e. labor force) for other than the census year 1971, 
we used actual une!Tploynent figures for 1973 and 1975. 1he pararreters 
also oonta:in " tenn containing the fotmation of expectations, then. 
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'!he wage rates, (x1) , in the fonn of hourly wages, were a:illected 
by the charrber of ccmrerce, ("Industrie 1.D1d ~rbestatistik") again 
on a county basis. The qualification levels used are oot quite the 
sane as the ones in the census, but the adaptation shalldn't ? reduce 
a large bias . What is rrore serious is the fact, that these wages (rollected 
on an annual basis since 1971) are industrial wages ooly. It can only 
be hcped that they are representative enough for the other econanic 
sectors also. (Mote that p is aggregated over all sectors). 
No=ge inmre (½) was o::nputed oo a per capita basis, by sulr 
stracting the total sun of wages fran the 1971 GRP (gross regional 
product) for all 97 counties (Jeglitsch 1976). 
'Ihe nurrber of children in the residential pop.1latioo (¾) arrl 
the kin:iergarten and day nursery school capacity figures (x10) were 
taken fran the 1971 census. 
'Ihe variable in the n1.11TErator of the participation rates, the 
si_wly of labor, should be statistically available in tenns of the 
total nurrber of \o.Orking hours / peric<l si_wlied. Unhappily these data 
are not available, the closest aP!Jroximation is the nur:tier of peonle 
offering their services in the labor market. In general this kind of 
indicator will be much rrore inelastic with respect to changes in the 
independent variables, particularly to wage rates (just consider the 
higher wages for =rking longer hours, etc. ) . 
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5. 'Ihe results of the statistical tests 
5. 1 . General observations 
Before taking a lcx:ik at the errpirical results a few general remarks 
about the ircthcdology applied should be made. 
As we distinguish bet,..,een 4 qualifications and 4 types of regions 
there is a total of 16 regressions to be p::!rfonred. We ad:ied one regression 
for each qualification for all of Austria as a reference point. 'Ihe sarrple 
sizes we.re 17 (urban oores), 19 (rings), 31 (rural) an:i 30 (perii:tierial 
regia,s) ooservations, the ooservational units being a cross section of 
a total of 97 counties. To ensure that 0~ p ~ 1, the logit functional form 
was diosen. l..11 estirrates reported are sinple OIS estillates, no rraxiI!1un 
likelihood rrethods were tried. 
'Ihe goodness of fit in regional cross-section analysis is usually 
not overwhelming ,so R values are not sky-high. The sarre holds in general 
for the t-values of the coefficients. The relatively best results in 
both respects were ootained for the"skilled workers", the worst for the 
university graduates, the latter being p:rcbably due to the m:my biases 
in the data for the variables used (see preceding sectioo) • 
Starting with the rrost general results, (see tables 5.1 - 5.4) 
reactioos to changes in the independent variables over the qualifications 
are fairly heterogeneous. The variatioo over the types of regions is nudl 
less pronounced in general, although there are sore quite sizeable differ-
ences to be observed. 
Another interesting result is the generally low elasticity of response 
to changes in the detennining variables, althouhg, ore has to bear in 
mind, that a change of one percent in the wage rate is in another order of 
magnitu::le than a change of one percent of the participation rate (this 
usually oorresponds to a fairly big m1roer of workers!) . (See tables 5. 5 - 5. 8) . 
'Ihe hourly wages used in this analysis did not fare too well in 
general. The upside-down parabola shape clai.rred in sectirn 3 & 4 could 
only be verified for the skilled and unskilled workers at fairly acceptable 
levels of significance. The negative sign is ootained in 12 cut of 20 
cases (positive signs were, with one exC€ption, always insignificant). 
It is the skilled and unskilled segrrents of the labor rra.rket who react 
strongest to changes in the wage rates (highest elasticities). 
Tobie S.1 
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Ncn wage incare generally fares very well, particularly in the rural 
& perii:hcral areas, where agriculture on the a.mer operated small fann 
still "~tes" with dependent work in the labor market. This effect is 
particularly pron0t.mced for skilled and unskilled workers, many of whan 
shift between part tirre work on the farm and in the labor mark.et. 
The "added work" effect seems to be strongest for the la..ier skill 
levels again, possibly with the exception of workers in the peripheral 
areas (very low t-valoos though), who seem to be discouraged easier and 
withdraw fron the labor mark.et (back to the farm?). 
In the group of derrogra[hic variables the average age of the active 
pcpulation seem; to be the rrost influential variable in tems of elastici-
ties, although many coefficients are not significantly different fran o. 
It seers, that the specification used did not optimally take the shape 
of gra[h 2. into account, which points in the direction of flat spots 
and turning point. 
'Ihe nurrber of children also sears to have a considerable influence 
(in tems of elasticities again), the signs being predominantly negative. 
Kirrlergartens, pre-schools etc., exhibit the strongest :in"pact in 
the urban ring areas, where in 1971, in the middle of the "suburbani-
zation" phase (v.d. Berg et alii, 1980), rrost of the young couples with 
younger children had becare residents; the influence there is positive. 
M:)st of the pararreters with a negative sign are insignificant, 
with the exception of the "unskilled" labor ffi3Xket segirent in rural & 
peripheral areas, where rrothers might use the extra tirre gained to work 
in the sm'lll o,;ner operated fanrs, which can no looger be take.'1. care of 
be the rren • 
. 5.2. Differences across the types of regions 
Going into a little rrore detail n.cM ooncerning regiooal differences 
in labor supply behavior, let us proceed by variables. 
- wages: (Ihe squares of which are used in the regressions - wages 
elasticities have hence to be doubled in tables 5.5. - 5.8). 
The rrost flexible reactions to changes in the wages occur in 
the ring - and rural areas in the labor market for university 
graduates, elasticities and paraneters are very similar (l:x:>th 
negative). As far as the high school graduates are a:mcerned, 
the rrost significant pararreter was eno:,untered in the regression 
for the rural regions, the highest elasticity in the urban cores. 
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t-values for lx>th qualifications are generally lo.,.,. Pcactions 
seem fairly heterogenQ.15 over the types of regions. It is again 
in the urban rores where lalx>r supply is the ITOSt flexible with 
respect to wage dlanges. Elasticities in 1971 for all other 
lypes of regions are within the sarre order of magnitude, but 
ccnsiderably snru.ler than in urban areas. 'Ihe size of the lalx>r 
market appears to have a ronsiderable effect on the flexibility 
of lalx>r SllfPlY in the "skilled" group. 
'Ihe reverse holds for the unskilled workers, the highest elasti-
cities can be found in the periphery and in the rural regions 
(also the t-values are nuch better in these types of regions). 
Agriculture and partly tourism 1!13.y,as rrentioned,provide alter-
natives to participation in the lalx>r market. 
- non wage inc.nre: 'lhe strongest influence can be found in the urban and 
the periµieral areas. It seens that non-wage ina:xres 
are nore available in these types of regicns than 
in the others (in the former probably rrore in tents 
of capital in the latter agricultural ina:xre). 
In the higher~ segrrents elasticities in urban areas 
are practically the sarre, there seems to be a fairly 
uniform reaction of university graduates to changes 
over all types of regions. 
Elasticities appear to be higher in the group of the 
unskilled, the strrngest effect occurs in the urban 
areas. 
- unerrployrrent: SignificanCEs oo these variables are fairly lcw, so ~ 
clusions are extrenely tentative. 'lhe strongest and rrost 
significant irrpact of higher unerrployrrent seems to be by 
university graduates in the urban a:>re areas (the sarre 
holds for the high-school graduates}. For the skilled 
v.0rkers the strongest irrpact can be ooserved in the urban 
rings. In the unskilled workers segrrent, the biggest 
effects occur in the rural & periµieral areas. 
- average age: 'lhe highest t-values can be found in the rings for the 
university graduates, and in the rural and periµieral areas 
for the t;,o la....er qualification levels. Elasticities are 
cy>...nerally fairly high - thus rorrotorating the thesis of 
"age-specific" participatioo rates. 
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- female labor force: A high share of waren in the p::>tential labor force 
generally neans l~r overall participation rates. 
'Ihe rrost striking exception to this rule can be 
found in the peripheral regions, particularly 
for the unskilled workers, who seem to be waren 
to a larger extent. In general,elasticities are 
higher for la...er qualification levels, the highest one 
is found in urban rore areas. 
- nurrber of children: Elasticities generally do not sha..r a very wide 
variation over qualifications nor over types of 
regions. 'Ihe strongest effects of rising family size 
can be expected in the urban rings {signs are rrostly 
negative). 
- capacity of kindergartens 
& day nursery schcXJls: MJst of the signs are positive, so there seems to 
be an influence of social and infra-structural 
p::>licy on the labor supply. Elasticities do differ 
over qualifications and types of regions, rut the 
variations are not very wide. As was to be expected, 
the strongest effects occur in the urban ring areas. 
In conclusion one could Sa<f, that there do seem to be differences 
across regions in labor supply behavior. When proolems of regional un-
erploynent are considered, large biases nay partly be prcrluced in supply 
forecasts by using nationally unifonn participatioo rates. '!his p::>int has 
to be eI!lfhasized even rrore for different qualification levels. 
For further analyses of this type, sare additional information could 
be useful. To be able to assess the "unvertainty" aspects better than we 
have, infonration on the average length of unenployrrent seems mandatory. 
'Ihe authors also fear, that the questioo of age structure has to be dealt 
wi th in rrore detail , different functional forms could prcrluce better 
results. 'Ihe results on the reactioo to changes in wage rates for the 
two higher qualification levels are not very satisfactory,yet. It nay 
be that the average, industrial wages used are only a very bad approx.irration 
to the average wages paid, as m:my people in these qualification classes 
work in the service sector. 
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Table 5. 1 
INDEPE,:DSNT VARI.ABLE 
Ccnstnnt 
\{age rate 
nom.aee rate 
total une~pl. 1971 
totnl unenpl. 1973 
total unempl. 1975 
av. ue,e of pot. 
labour force (mo.le) 
av. nge of pot. 
labour force (femal~ 
rat io of pot, fem. l,f. 
to total pot. l.f. 
nur.ber of children 
capacity of (day)-
nursery school and 
kinderr,urtei1 
R 
F 
Sa.rrple Size 
LOGIT COEFFICIENTS S (= 3L/ax) FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
DY REGICNAL CI.ASSES A..'ID QUALIFICATIONS 
l,'NIVERSITY GRADUATES 
AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBA..'l RINGS RURAL REGIONS 
2.544 5.903 3.994 3.743 
(1. 61) 1.25 (1. 17) (1. 15) 
0.290-ES -0.621-ES -0.176-E4 -o.212-E4 
(0.43) (-0.31 l (-0. 77) (-0.84) 
-2.126 -2.641 
- .1. 256 -2.334 
(-3. 21) (-1. 12) (-0. 76) (-1. 78) 
0. 303-E2 U./4/-E'l 
-0. 302-E2 -0. JL'I-J:;J 
(0.84) (1. 75) (-0.26 ) (-0.40-E1 
-2.126 -0 . nlG-EL O. 299-E2 -U, l Ub ·J:;4 
(-3.21) (-:0.44) (0.56) (-0. 99-E3) 
-0.191-E2 -u. ·145-i:;j 0.473-E2 -0.StiL-E:L . 
(-1.70) (-0.39) (0.'72) (-0.83) 
0. 165-El -u.Lti/-.t:.l - 0 .837-E1 -U,5:.iU-t:J 
(0.49) (-0.28) (-1.03) (-0.76-E2) 
-0.517-E2 
-0.293-E1 0,612-El 
-0.885-02 (-0.27) (-0.20) (1.07) (-0. 24 ) 
-0.126-E3 
-0.811-E3 
-0. 182-E2 0. 187-E2 (-0.39) (-2 .01) (-1.66) (0.67) 
-0.137-E4 -0.144-E4 -U • .:!Uu-E4 0. 351-E5 
(2.04) (-0 . 97) (-1.12) (0.23) 
0.113-E4 -0.109-E3 0.250-E3 -0.204-E4 
(0 .19) (-0.97) (1. 21) (-0.86-E1 
0.52 0.90 o. 74 0.56 
3.30 3.30 0.98 0.93 
97 17 19 31 
PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
2.696 
(0.90) 
0.832-ES 
(0.88) 
-8.533 
(-1. 71) 
0.539-i:;.: 
(0.39) 
0.10::i-El 
(0.49) 
-0. ,:iv-EL 
(-0.44) 
U. 11 l-El 
(0.17) 
0.118-El 
(0.39) 
0.715-E2 
(0.46) 
-U.L:J::J-J:;'I 
(-0.70) 
0. 174-E3 
(0.94) 
0.64 
1. 37 
30 
Table 5.2 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Constant 
wage rate 
nonwage rate 
total unempl. 1971 
total unempl . 1973 
total unempl. 1975 
av. age of pot. 
l abou r force {male) 
av. age of pot. 
labour force (female) 
ratio of pot. fem. l.f. 
to total pot. l.f. 
number of children 
cupuc1ty of (day)-
nu~sery school and 
kindergarten 
R 
F 
~le Size 
LOGIT COEFFICIENTS a (= oL/oX) FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGIOOAL CIASSES Ai.'ID QUALIFICATIONS 
Hirn-sa-mL GRADUATES 
AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBA.'1 RINGS RURAL REGIONS 
-0.685 -2. 104 2.033 0.754 
(-1.22) (-0.62) (1.15) (0.67) 
o. 138-06 0.117-E3 -0.873-E5 0.509-E4 
(0.10-E1) (0.64) (-0.23) (1, 43) 
-0. 934 -0. 750 -0.121 -0.906 
(-2.34) (-0.25) (-0.13) (-1.45) 
0.190-E2 0.475-E2 -0. 324-E2 -0. 304-E2 
( 1. 21) (0 .98) (-0.69) (-0.84) 
0.177-EL -0. 128-E4 0.687-E3 0.791-E2 
(1. -16) {-0.41-E2) (o.28) (1.68) 
-0. 223-t;L -0. 109-E2 0.670-03 -0.212-E2 
(-'1.07) (-0.56) (0.26) (-0. 77) 
O.::,u1-El 0.186 -0.882-02 0.356-El 
(3.13) {3.10) (-0.15) {o.88) 
-0.992-E4 -u.108 -0. 184-El -0.312-El 
{-0.59-E;1) (-0.94) (-0.28) (-0.85) 
-0.960-1"4 -0. 191-E3 -0. 116-E3 -0. 386-E3 
(-1.92) (-1.21) (-0.63} (-1. 28) 
::.0.3;1..:-1:.:l -U,t)t):)-t;:) -v. / l.o-t;:) 
-v. 1:)1-i:.::> 
(-1. 16) (-0.29) (-0. 75) (-0.18) 
-0. 402- EJ5 -0.734-E4 0. 190-E3 0. 882-E4 
(-0. 16-El) (-0. 72) (2.10) (o.87) 
o. 76 0.92 0.80 0.62 
11 qc; < RJ 1 <;() 1 1() 
97 17 19 31 
PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
-1. 198 
(-1.04) 
0.321-ES 
(0.23) 
0.380) 
(0.37) 
-0. 383-E2 
(-1.01) 
0. 152-El 
(3 .04) 
-0.841-£2 
(-2.28) 
O. 146-El 
(0. 48) 
0.470-El 
{2.28) 
-0. 815-E3 
(-2.48) 
U. ltlV-V4 
(1. 88) 
-0•101-E3 
(-2.03) 
0.68 
1.68 
30 
Table 5.3 
I!lDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Constant 
..,age rate 
non..,age rate 
total unempl. 1971 
total u.ncmpl. 1973 
total unempl . 1975 
av. age of pot . 
labour force ( male) 
av. age of pot. 
labour force ( female) 
ratio of pot. fem. l.f. 
to total pot. l.f. 
number of children 
capacity of (day)-
nursery school and 
kin<lerrarten 
R 
F 
~lo:, Size 
LOGIT COEFFICIENTS e (= oL/aX) FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGICNAL CLASSES AND QUALIFICATIOOS 
SKILLill v~RKERS 
AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBAN RINGS RURAL REGIONS 
4.132 5.381 3.917 6.409 
(7 .40) (1. 94) (2.81) (5. 18) 
-0.237-E3 v,.J1.:-r..J -0 . 744-E4 -0.218-E3 
(-5.18) (-1. 51) (-0.97) 1-2.42) 
-1.139 
-0.806 0.219-El -0.745 
(-2.93\ (_r,, ,K\ (0.48-E1) 1-1. 26) 
0.491-E3 0.194-E2 0. 173-E2 -0.144-E3 
(1. 30) 11 7()\ (2.89) (-0.13) 
0.407-E) 
-0. 113-E2 -0. 197-E2 0.637-E) 
(0.97\ 1-1 ')')\ (-2. 38) IQ.i,"-.\ 
-Q.t.15-B3 0.132-E3 0.233-E3 0.312-E3 
t-2.59) rn 1?1 (0.55) ro.48\ 
0. 428-E2 
-0.619-El -0.2 30-El -0.575-El 
(0.20) /-r, A"-.\ (-0.62) 1-1 n, 
-0.612-El 
-0.240-El -0.365-E1 -0.616-El 
(-3. 61 \ {-{\ 'l.<I (-0.84) 1-2J'f"\\ 
-0.649-E5 
-0.310-E4 -0.792-E4 -0.665-E4 
(-1.00\ (-? ()7\ (-2.13) (-1. 71\ 
-0.241-05 
-0.290-E5 0.477-ES -0.193-E5 
1-0.66) 1-n ?K\ (0.47) 1-0,21\ 
0.172-E4 0.252-E4 0.109-E3 0.916-E4 
(1.03) tn i; <\ (2. 12) (1.05) 
0.87 () Of'\ 0.96 0 qJ 
28.52 ? A7 10.50 12 ,R 
97 17 19 31 
PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
1. 456 
(1.10) 
-0. 101-E3 
1-n 1,7\ 
-1.050 
1-n <; ,, 
-0.454-E) 
/-1', dd\ 
0.860-E) 
In Qd\ 
-0.120-E3 
(-r, ?"-. \ 
0.119 
(? 17\ 
-0. 112 
(-2.42) 
-0.121-E3 
1-1 1K\ 
0.183-E4 
11 ()1 \ 
-0.402-E4 
(-0.54) 
/"\ AC:. 
c;m 
30 
Table 5.4 
DIDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Constant 
,1age rate 
nom1agc rate 
total unempl. 1971 
total w1empl. 1973 
total unempl. 1975 
av. age of pot. 
labour force (male) 
av. age of pot. 
labour force ( female) 
ratio of pot. fem. l.f. 
to total pot . l.f. 
number of children 
capacity or (day)-
nursery school and 
kinder garten 
R 
F 
Sa"1)le Size 
LOGIT COEFFICIENTS a (= aL/oX) FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGICNAL CTASSES Al'll) QUALIFICATIONS 
UNSKILLED illRKERS 
AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBA."l RINGS RURAL REGIONS 
1.446 5.789 5.182 2.076 
(1 .29) (5.57) (0.70) (0.49) 
-0.301-E3 0 . 743-E4 0.1 JO-E3 
-0. 383-EJ 
(-2.48) f0.28\ (0.30\ 1-1 Ll"J\ 
-1. 729 -3.563 
-0.701 -0.5L4 
(-3. 23) (-1.85) (-0.49\ 1-0.511 
-0. 347-E2 0.102-E2 
-0. 170-E2 0.511-E2 
(-1.92) (0.39) <-o. :rn I0.941 
0. 301 -E2 0.507-E2 0.260-E2 0. 348-E2 
(1. 35) (1.55) (0.43) 10. 57\ 
O.j%-E3 0. 480-E3 0. 387-E3 0.280-E3 
(0.45) (0.37) (0.11 l 10. 95-El \ 
-v.135-El -0.122 -0.236-El 0.508-:::1 
(-0.43) (-1 .63) (-0.14) (0. 73) 
-0. 188-E2 -0.872-E2 
-0. 950-E1 -0.793-E1 
(-0. 71-El) (-0.14) (-1.02) (-1.07) 
O. 211-E4 -0. 351-E4 0. 479-.E4 0.249- E4 
(1. 27) (-1.85) (0.60) (0.34) 
-0. 129-E4 U. Hl'.:1-E':> -0.:>44-E4 -0.119-E4 
/-r, ""' 
(0.19) (-0.89) (-0. 20) 
0.132-E4 
-0.662-E5 0. 13S-E3 
-0.332-E3 
(-0. 20) (2.09) (0.16) (-1. 67) 
0.62 0.95 0.56 0.80 
5.55 5.85 0.37 3.61 
97 17 19 31 
PERIP:iERAL REGIONS 
-0. 105 
(-0.37-El) 
-0.327-E3 
1-1 f;1\ 
-3.526 
/-? 11\ 
-0. 123-E1 
(-1. 79) 
0. 598-E2 
(0.59 
-0. 157-E4 
(-0.94 -r::2 ) 
-0 . 115 
(-1.26) 
0. 139 
(1.87) 
0. 197-E4 
(0.42) 
0.378-ES 
(0 . 98-El) 
-0.104-E3 
(-1.28) 
0.84 
4.87 
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Table 5.5 
ELASTICITY COEFFICIENTS FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGIONAL CLASSES ANO QUALIFICATIONS 
UNIVERSITY GRAI:'UATES 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBAi'I RINGS RURAL REGIONS PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
Sample Si:te 
1~~w· wi 
X) *) 
. 0034 
- • 0086 
X2 -.0107 
-.0638 
X3 .0167 • 1845 
X4 .0006 
-.0350 
X5 -.0109 
-.0183 
X& .0550 -.1141 
X7 -.0159 - • , 087 
xa -.0026 -.0938 
X9 -.0195 -.0435 
XlO .0010 -.0220 
97 17 
Variables: 
X) : wage rate 
X2 nonwagc rate 
X3 total unemployment 1971 
X4 total unemployment 1973 
X5 : total unemployment 1975 
") the ealastic ities of the wage rates 
have to be multiplied by two! 
-.0255 -.0211 .0085 
:..0172 - • 0 259 -.0685 
:.. . 0144 -.0007 .0061 
. 01 ll9 -.0000 .0123 
.0242 - ,012ll -.0118 
-.3ll24 -.0017 ,0308 
. 2 311 -,0252 .0298 
:.. • 0216 .0073 .0146 
:.. .0370 .0037 -.0253 
.0291 -.0012 ,0078 
19 31 30 
x6 : average age of potential labour force (ma.le) 
x7 average age of potential labour force (female) 
xa potential female labour force 
x9 number of children (age: >Oto 15) 
x10 capacity of (day)-nursery school and kindergarten 
Table 5.6 
ELASTICITY COEFFICIENTS FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGIONAL CLASSES AND QUALIFICATIONS 
HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATES 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AUSTRIA TOTAL CORE AREAS URBA.'l RINGS RURAL REGIONS 
Xl *) ,0002 .1901 -.0119 .0610 
X2. -.0458 -.0687 -.0051 -.0407 
X3 .04'.)8 .4446 -.0473 -.0253 
X4 ,0374 -.0012 .0105 .0620 
x5 -.0497 -.1015 .0106 -.0182 
x., ,5374 2,2999 :..,0916 ,3605 
X7 -.0010 -1.3558 :.. . 1874 -,3138 
xs -,0366 -.3260 :.. . 0281 -.0484 
X9 - . 0217 -.0761 -.0394 -.0065 
x10 -.0001 -.0560 .0693 .0216 
Sample Si:l.e 97 17 19 31 
Variables: 
x1 wage rate X6 average age of potential labour force 
x2 nonwage rate X7 average age of potential labour force 
x3 total unemployment 1971 xa potential female labour force 
X4 total unemployment 1973 
X5 total unemployment 1975 X9 number of children (age: >Oto 15) 
PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
.0039 
.0140 
-.0199 
. ,0819 
-.0577 
. 1494 
,4660 
-.0841 
.0711 
-.0208 
30 
(male) 
(female) 
X)Q : capacity of (day)-nursery school and kinderge.rten 
•l the elasticities for the wage rates 
have to be multiplied by two! 
Table 5.7 
ELASTICITY COEFFICIENTS FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGIONAL CLASSES ANO QUALIFICATIONS 
SKIILED WJRKEI1S 
U!DEPENDENT VAJ\IABLE AUSTRIA T.OTAL CORE AREAS URBAN RINGS RURAL REGIONS PERIPHERAL REGIONS 
Sa.r:iple Size 
Xl *} 
-.0716 - , 1366 
X2 -.0328 -.Oll61 
X3 .0198 .2513 
X4 . 0133 - • 1093 
X5 -.0186 .0174 
xi; .0276 -.5163 
X7 -.3659 - • 1904 
xa -.0067 - • 13112 
X9 -.0078 -.0208 
x10 .00311 .0120 
97 17 
Variables: 
Xl vage rate 
X2. non..,age rate 
X3 total unemployment 1971 
X4 total unemployment 1973 
X5 : total unemployment 1975 
•l the elasticities for ci1e wage rates 
have to be multiplied by two! 
-.0248 -.0642 -.0228 
.0006 -.0199 -.0206 
.0586 -.0036 -.0093 
'-.0577 ,0139 . 015ll 
.0087 .00811 -.0035 
:.. • 1514 -,3576 .6606 
'-.2218 -,3562 -,5703 
'-.0681 - .o 3011 - . 0 366 
.0162 -.0050 .0385 
.021111 ,0133 -.00411 
19 31 30 
x6 average age of potential labour force (male) 
x7 average age of potential labour force (female) 
xa pot ential female labor force 
xg : number of children (age: >Oto 15) 
x10 capacity of (day)-nursery school and kindergarten 
Table :).8 
ELASTICITY COEFFICIENTS FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION 
BY REGIONAL CLASSES AND QUALIFICATIONS 
UNSKIILED W)RJ<ERS 
INDEPENDENT VARIAllLE AUSTRIA 'I'OTAL CORE AREAS URB/u'f RINGS RURAL RSGIO~S PERIPHERAL RSGIOilS 
Sample Size 
x1*) 
- • 1297 .0400 
x2 - • 1209 - • 4 383 
X3 -.0869 ,0830 
X4 .0512 .2791 
X5 .0108 .0377 
-XG - .2095 -2.0324 
X7 -,0319 - • 1654 
xa .1529 -.5521 
X9 - • 1018 .0291 
XJO -.0032 • 1147 
97 17 
Variables: 
Xl 
x2 
X3 
X4 
xs 
vage rate 
nonwage rate 
total unemployment 1971 
total unemployment 1973 
total unemployment 1975 
*) the elasticities for the wage rates 
have to be multipliecf by tw.JI 
x6 
X7 
X5 
X9 
X!Q 
.0582 - • 1568 - • 1263 
-.0431 - • 034 3 - .1858 
-.0405 .0615 -.1312 
.0462 .0283 .0384 
.0110 .0039 -.0002 
-.3633 • 7683 -1.7637 
-1.6106 -1.3142 2.2729 
, 3391 • 1363 .0958 
- • 4 381 -.0748 .0213 
.0176 -.1183 -.0305 
19 31 30 
average age of potential labour force (male) 
average age of potential labour force (female) 
potential female labour force 
number of children (age: >Oto 15) 
capacity of (day)-nursery school and kindergarten 
